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Inspirational Songs and Singers
A List Sent to us by the Members of

The Manhattan Transfer

Hi Virgil,
Here you go...
Kind Regards,

Laurie Green
Tour Manager

The Manhattan Transfer

JANIS SIEGEL
ELLA FITZGERALD
OSCAR D'LEON
SHIRLEY HORN
LAURA NYRO
GAL COSTA
THE BOSWELL AND PONCE SISTERS
ARETHA FRANKLIN
SAM COOKE
MAHALIA JACKSON
BOBBY McFERRIN
LEVI STUBBS
JONI MITCHELL
I HAVE DREAMED-Rodgers and
Hammerstein
MIDNIGHT SUN - Johnny MERCER & Lionel
Hampton
A LITTLE MORE GRACE - J.C. WHITE
Eli's Comin' - Laura Nyro
HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN - Irving Berlin
DOS GARDENIAS-ANTONIO MACHIN
GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY AND SWEETHEART LIKE YOU - BOB DYLAN
SUZANNE AND A THOUSAND KISSES DEEP - LEONARD COHEN
IM A FOOL TO WANT YOU- J WOLF/HERRON
ALAN PAUL :
Bing Crosby
" Please"
Frank Sinatra-

"In The Wee Small Hours"
Tony Bennett
"Who Can I Turn To"
Vic Damone
"On The Street Where You Live"
Fred Astaire
"Putin' On The Ritz
Sammy Davis Jr.
"What Kind Of Fool Am I"
Nat King Cole
"Mona Lisa"
Tony Martin
"It's Now Or Never"
Dean Martin
"Memories You Gave to me"
Perry Como
"Some Enchanted Evening"
Frank Sinatra
"Witchcraft"
Ella Fitzgerald
" Mr. Paganini"
Mel Torme'
"Porgy & Bess"(Bethlehem)
Francis Faye
"Porgy & Bess"
Louis Prima
"Old Black Magic"
Martha Raye
" Mr. Paganini"
Fred Astaire
"Puttin' On The Ritz"
Eddie Jefferson
"Body & Soul"
Jon Hendricks
"Cloudburst" (w/ LH&R)
King Pleasure
"Diaper Pin Blues"
Jackie Wilson
"To Be Loved"
Frankie Lymon
"I Promise To Remember"
Dion Demuchi
"The Wanderer"
Frankie Valli
"Sherry"
Felix Cavalere
"Groovin"
Johnny Maestro
"Step By Step"

TIM HAUSER:
Al Hibbler
Jeri Southern
Billie Holiday
Frankie Lymon
King Pleasure
Eddie Jefferson
Jon Hendricks
Wally Roker
Charles Brown
Bob Dylan
Vic Damone
Judy Collins
I Promise To Remember- Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers
Please Send Me Someone To Love- The Moonglows
You Are-Nolan Strong & The Diablos
Just Like A Woman- Bob Dylan
Moody’s Mood for Love- Eddie Jefferson
Moanin’- Lambert Hendricks, and Ross
Don’t Explain- Billie Holiday
Our Love Will Never End- The Avons
My Juanita- The Crests
Deep In The Heart Of Texas- Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters
CHERYL BENTYNE:
Shirley Horn
Maria Callas
Carmen McCrea
Sarah MacLachlan
Tony Bennett
Laura Nyro
Lucian Pavorotti
Judy Garland
Barbra Streisand(early)
Keely Smith
Sammy Davis Jr.
Kenny Rankin
Prelude To A Kiss-Duke Ellington/Irving Mills/Irving Gordon
Not A Day Goes By-Stephan Sondheim
When Somebody Loved Me-Randy Newman
Something Cool- Billy Barnes
But Not For Me-George /Ira Gershwin
Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye-Cole Porter
Rhapsody In Blue
Mozart Clarinet Concerto
Soundtrack from The Mission (Ennio Marriconi)
You are So Beautiful (either Joe Cocker or Kenny Rankin)
Swing Swing Swing(Benny Goodman)

Groucho Sunbathing, Franky Bacon

Two Poems by George McWhirter
On the Globe Maple
Our globe put on such a leaf-dress, such puffy pantaloons,
only for those clothes to fall, get gathered up and put away
by us autumn widows and widowers, no longer allowed
to burn organic garments,
and with no compost room left to let them rot.
Easier to give them away to the city
in a bin — glad to do so, despite that blinding blur
the globe wore with its full jewelry of September
sunlight (no summer modesty of limbs
clothed in green anonymity, then —
or the tight taciturnity
of young spring bud). Patiently
we packed away those arboreal duds,
waiting for the next discards on our boulevard – espoused
as we were to a globe maple the city shot-gunned us
into accepting and slowly, reluctantly loving
to live in its shade and shelter,
held up politely like an umbrella

whenever we got in or out of the car.
But I’m not sure we ever looked forward to its coming out,
the Persephone performance, each year, after its spell
of sap’s cessation in hell. Especially after its lopsided growth,
too oblong for its roots and hefty trousseaux of snow,
piled on (to have us recant our wanting a cherry),
which broke it down to a crescent, an icing-coated croissant,
a third of its former self. The rest lay, distressing us in the gutter,
a gowling globe till the city came and chain-sawed
a final separation for us, leaving the bulk of the wood.
We will bask soon in that settlement
by the fire,
after giving ourselves a little space
on the boulevard.

A Girl’s Care
(UBC Aquatic Centre)
Taking my wallet from the mini-safe, where the set,
like metal bricks, joins the glass wall lining the passage
to the changing room, I am shocked by their faces
on the other side, lips close enough to kiss, mouths open;
she, looking into his in his wheelchair, drawing his attention,
his breath, positioning his head — his eyes, half-open,
half-awake in a paralysed ecstasy or doze.
I have seen him carried, dangled from men’s arms, taken out of
and set back into his wheelchair, laid on the bench, where we sit
to put on and take off socks. I have never seen a girl take him
into the women’s, under the shower heads, between the blue
and yellow tiles, where swimmers sing
with soap and shampoo in their eyes.

Is the lass grooming the lad for extraction
from the helpless
to the bonny and embraceable?
Her eye unmans my impertinent look.
She is spirit-sister to this halfling —
the fuzz of the grown boy on his face lies
close kin to her own skin, which rings
clear as a bell of youthful porcelain.
She lines up his mouth as if to feed every ounce
of withered calcium back into the bone, replenish
the depleted adrenalin of meat and sinew,
the minerals in his mind with the same base elements
of earth, air, water and fire that kiln’d
the perfect porcelain of her face,
then, her eye turns one more time
to cauterize my bleeding curiosity.

The House
Dawnell Harrison
Victorian tapestries hang
On your walls like
The heads of dead deer.
Your house is lousy
With candle lamps –
All beaming into one
Great white light.
The tan-colored drapes
Droop like the stars
In the sky when the moon
Regards them sadly.
Your red roses cling to
To life like little bloody mouths.

©2012, Vladimir Kush

Three Poems by Jason Constantine Ford
A Glimpse that Troubled Me
That split second in which I saw
A hand firmly holding what it tore
Inside a bag filled with several leaks.
The way that hand swiftly separated
Itself from virtues only now abated,
Gave it the strength of one who speaks.
Whenever things look to be vague or dull,
The hand reaches out to begin its cull
Of fauna who appear not able to adapt.
When that time comes with malcontent,
The hand is encompassing in full extent
Over those eyes it desires to be wrapped.

Spellbound
A mind spellbound by eyes which flicker through
the night
As rays of hope which bring the blind to sight.
A mind is sitting – fascinated by
This light which feeds the hearts of ones who try
To find a cure for blindness that contains
The seeds of pure addiction in a lie.
As light dispels the darkness that remains
In view, I see those eyes which never cry.
The light from eyes which rise above the ground,
Immerses me in deepest contemplation.
This light is reaching high as elevation
Of laws defined by power most profound.
My mind is waiting at the noble gates
For healing while the darkness quietly abates.

The Messenger
On days when weather forecasts appear to be bleak,
The Messenger comes to show us another path.
He comes with the scales weighing both strong and weak
As he presents the image of things that turn to chaff.
From the early rise of workers gathering grain

To the completion of each harvest that is set,
The Messenger warns households of things that are vain
Lest the sleepy dwellers of the land wake up with regret.
When the winds begin to breathe with sudden rage
Amidst fires that howl as predators out of control,
The Messenger offers advice as words on a page
That come as noble sentiments which ease the soul.

Two Poems by Clinton Van Inman
FRANKENSTEIN
Color coded complete with picture I.D.
We’ll teach you to be like us.
Give you a turtle neck or bow tie
You will be our kind of Mensch
We’ll give you a new brain, doesn’t
Matter whose for they are all just the same,
Complete with certificate of authenticity
Credit rating and charge account,
Security, savings, and even disability.
We’ll teach you how to walk and talk
In circles as if you had some sense.
We will give you some brand named shoes
We will even call you Frank or Frankie
But why are you still reaching for
Flowers?
THE REAL MISSING MASS
They say that most of you is missing
Perhaps even from your private places
Something more than just an arm or leg
And deeper than your darkest spaces.
Researchers conclude as much as ninety percent
Lost deduced from a long line of X’s and O’s
But it takes no greater science to tell me
Your muted mysteries no one knows.
I too have peered down your opaque passages
Have felt your fractal pulse dimensionless
Have seen your eyes hidden in a veil of stars
And knew then that you are quite figureless.
Like staring at the stars
You cannot be seen directly
Or your skies blue only from a distance
Because you are a tease only.

Skyline Night, Angela Carlsen

Three Poems by Mashell Chapeyama
Neighbor
The premise is vacated, one morning
In place of laughter there is silence
Children playing no more ball games,
In the streets, avenues or corridors,
As they used to, tirelessly.
The jeering has vanished, the jeering that used to filter the
village
The jeering that used to echo, reecho, ripple the vicinity
And seemed boomeranging to the horizon
Like a weakened thunder roar.
In place of people is desolation
No whispers, no ululation nor chanting.
The doors are hard hinged.
They have gone, gone and really gone to the remote
countryside
To earn a new living,
Dreading the soaring cost of livingThe neighbors left without a goodbye.

Jealousy people
They peep through edge-spaces of my closed doors,
Trying to see what lie there in my house,
Striving to smell, or feel from the outsideBehind my back they whisper, what I own
They whisper what I do, what I could really be,
Trying to predict my intensions,
If they had thought reflectors, they would x-ray my brain,
Longing to know what I think,
They could telescope my microcosm,
But I will close my doors completely
The house shut with sort of granite slabs
And curtain my windows eye-proofs.
I would hide my genius beneath the cemetery in my mind,
And never let them know more who really I am.

© Dirk-Jan Visser

Breakfast of Tears
To wake up to the rumbling of my hungry stomach,
To wake up with a starved mind:
Without books to read
Without games to play
Without music to listen to
And brothers and sisters to love you
And more to a broken heart:
These unfulfilled hopes that still pile in me,
Still staying in a concentration camp
For the sins of my genealogyReady to be repatriated from a neighboring state.
Tears fumble down my cheeks
As Rita, the survivor among my friends stays in a refugee camp away from me
A camp where broken hearted ones stay;
One day your heart shall too be there
Kissing with Rita's- where tears are there for breakfast:
Tea, bread, cakes, fried eggs come later
When you wake up to the plight of a broken heart
With no one to care for you
No one to console you
No one to love you
In the morning tears from your eyes trickle into the mouth;
Breakfasting from what is already part of you.

©2012, Vladimir Kush

Welcome to the colorful world of designer board games.
Going Cardboard is a film about the new board gaming, a phenomenon going on right under your nose,
probably in your very community! This film will take you into that world to meet the players and designers
responsible for this radical departure from technology. And you just might discover it's the hobby for you.
About the Director:
Lorien Green discovered designer board gaming four years ago through her husband and the mysteriously
growing stacks of boxes in the basement game room. Inspired by geekumentary directors like Jason Scott
and Greg Maletic, the board game documentary was inevitable, really.
http://www.boardgamemovie.com/index-1.html

Send your mailing address to fowlpox@mail.com and you could be one of
three contestants to win A FREE DVD of Going Cardboard!!!

Window Tales, Sergei Brukhonenko

Three Poems by Neil Ellman

Little Jester in a Trance
(after the painting by Paul Klee)
I jest, of course,
small as I am,
that’s what a jester does.
I joke, fool, riddle and trick,
pull pranks,
bamboozle, flimflam and jive
in a trance I dance and prance—
if it were not for me
who would
make you feel alive?

Around the Fish
(after the painting by Paul Klee)
I’m not certain what kind of fish I am
snapper flounder or sole
pompano or carp
salmon racing up the stream
to where I was born
or tuna struggling to be free
of an angler’s line
while in the end no matter
I am still filleted by time.

Bringing Light without Pain
(after the painting by Roberto Matta)
Impaled upon these brilliant lights
piercing heaven’s skin
no sound

no heat
no mortal sting
nothing of the shame
and irony of pain
on a blistered face
like fresh-forged nails on fire
like jagged knives
glittering/glistening
carving bone
slashing space
becoming space
racing to its end
the radiance of a life ascends
without the pain
of memory
and life itself.
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Chicken Run Rescue's mission is to inspire people to move chickens off of
their plate and instead embrace them in their hearts. Chickens are highly intelligent,
gentle, vivacious individuals who form strong lifelong emotional bonds with each other
as well as other species including humans. They are warm and silky and lovely to holdworthy of the same love and respect as any other companion animal we call family.
Over 10 billion "meat" and 10 billion "egg" chickens suffer in the US each year from
confinement, cruel handling and painful terrifying deaths. Although they represent over
95% of the animals raised for agricultural and other purposes, chickens are excluded
from protection of anticruelty laws, humane slaughter laws and laws that regulate
experimentation. Bar none, they are the most abused animals on the planet- the
underdogs of all underdogs.
With no rational basis in science or ethics, their worth is defined by what can be taken
from them for human whim and sets the standard by which every other act of violence
or cruelty is measured and tolerated. CRR promotes a non-violent and sustainable plant
based diet and a first- hand understanding and appreciation of chickens by adopting
them as companions. CRR fosters an evolution in critical thought about who is food and
who is friend through rescue, rehabilitation, adoption and education.

Founded 2001, CRR has rescued nearly 900 domestic fowl impounded by Minneapolis
Animal Care & Control and 5 Metro Area humane societies. These birds are victims of
neglect, abuse and abandonment, used for eggs, slaughter, fighting, ritual sacrifice,
“nature lessons” or discarded hobbies. After their release from impound, Chicken Run
provides the birds with love, shelter and vet care, locates and screens adopters and
transports the birds to their new homes. Chicken Run Rescue is the only urban chicken
rescue of its kind in the US.
Adoptable bird pics and bios
http://www.chickenrunrescue.petfinder.org
general information about CRR, philosophy, chicken care
http://www.chickenrunrescue.org
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Chicken-Run-Rescue/475016785200
CRR calendar photo contests promoting rescue
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10151428355155201.830500.475016785200&type=3
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos11/
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos10/
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos09/
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos08/
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos07/
http://www.brittonclouse.com/chickenrunrescue/photos/
Order 2013 Calendars Now!
http://www.chickenrunrescue.org/#CALENDAR

art about and for animals
http://www.mnartists.org/Mary_Britton_Clouse
http://brittonclouse.com/jaag
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Justice-for-Animals-Arts-Guild/299096128473
recommended reading:
Prisoned Chickens, Poisoned Eggs by Karen Davis, PhD
http://www.upc-online.org/merchandise/book.html
Chicken by Annie Potts
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/C/bo12343207.html
City Chickens by Christine Heppermann
http://www.amazon.com/City-Chickens-Christine-Heppermann/dp/0547518307

Full of love
Darren Roth
You don't know how her heart pours;
it has many holes; like a dart board
from tears, that are as big as a Smart Car
or a golf cart; I do this "fore" her and a false start
not a golf shot, but if I have made your pulse stop
or your heart hurts cause it’s not full of love
Please forgive me for this hole in one

Angela Carlsen

Three poems by Adam Kiger
1.When the bullet
Hits the bone’s
Senility…
Pray
For the scar tissue
Not shown,
Unto you;
Least not me.
Ask for…
Fracturing
Prisoners of consciousness
With a hanging tree.
Urging anemia
To sober up fast!
A blue serge’s death
Becomes useless
If candles lit
Fail shadows cast…
Bringing the present
Right back into the past,
Releasing the cellar’s heat at last –
Rising through a snow you’ll never know.
2. A pillow speaks
Of talk that’s cheap –
Of winged intent,
Of smoothed regret…
Of pupiled sleep.
When deeply said,
The concealing sheds
A quieting of patterns.
Turned is an utter fled
Just as buttoned are the mouths
Of sheep mislead.

And when suspending silk
From emerging whys
You’ll find
That cheeks will keep
The lies
Of butterfly eyes.
3. When silence bleeds
In the cupboards,
Everything sounds like
A black and white photograph…
She wore the dress
Of a barrened whore…
Reaching for the night,
For the actual scores
Straining her braids with
Windrowed cords.
The air was fed
With secrets sown torn –
And now the savage tree
Is seeking ground,
From all those adorned…
All those she’s killed
In a towering,
Twisting stuck
That’s pulled a star
From where death was born.
Bound by rags,
Doped and forewarned –
Tournaments of fate…
The only fruit she’s bore.

Typo Time Warp,© Bernard Rose Photography. http://www.bernardrosephotography.co.uk

Two Poems by Benjamin Welles
A Poem about How We Lived
Breakfast around 7:30
TV till group time
at which
point the damn TV
gets shut
off, down
Lunch, routine,
sometime around 12:30
TV again until
group time
Some are napping
mid-afternoon,
not caring,
not smiling
March to dinner
around 5:30
Regular eating habits, like
normalcy
TV again
NFL football
games or a movie
Regular TV habits
Lights out at 10
sharp, kiddo
Another day on
the unit
A Poem for Frank
Frank said that he wanted to become a monk
but he was every bit a monk when I met him.
I remember how we struck a deal
for food from the Canteen
and how he brought me chocolate ice cream.
He was in for attempted murder
but he had a kind heart.
I can’t reconcile that sort of rift just yet.
I think about him now.

I imagine he is still locked up.
He had a life once – now what?
I can’t reconcile that sort of theft just yet.
I wish that I had kept his address
but I didn’t. I would have written to him
and told him that I love him. Bad men:
that’s what we were.
We became statistics in the end.
Frank became a number but he was never
anything other than a man.
I can’t reconcile that sort of dichotomy just yet.

Blue Boys Ascending a Staircase, Tony Kemplen

Selections from rhythm:s, by Felino A. Soriano

in the wandering of rhythm

scatter appears too quickly

skate or

glide a

nuanced rendition of slowed alteration

then wander the
vagabond approach
collocating

verb/accurate adjective to
redeem in the ongoing hyperbole of
solicited understanding in

engaged

symbolic
mathematics

in the painting of rhythm

upright burgeon
genesis gaining momentum as
mind, yes the ongoing
incomplete puzzle

possessing extracted reason from experiential dimensions

beginning as fed baby smiles
tone to achromatic tone

miracle formulation
miraculous function

moving from the still of pause into

ambulatory created scenery
or the abstracted fascination with

:

scene then
interpretative tableau

in the jealousy of rhythm

dual

(an easy explication of paralleling musical, verbal, physical ________)

opens/ends
tremolos indicating splayed volume

vindication of role

prose of ammunition

relayed in the rally of communication, corner

meaning panic of loss
portioned to control
weighted emotion
content
context echo evaluation strumming in the calming methodology

in the freedom of rhythm

abstract

what’s become exfoliated
inertial dissolves within confines of
abbreviated living amid cultural
examinations

the rule of physical silence
shouts into the irony of mismanaged language and
expels from its bias a
list of unsolved bullet points,
gauged by the moving intuition of mind then
fallen from the pinioned term
this
experience gathers as lost in the tradition of blind
identification

in the smoke of rhythm

twiddle-daze
culmination modernized

exhaled crawls above/below the lipped
extension

pushed by the tonguing of
taste
this
oblong transparency
dissolves into mirage of the drifted
involvement

in the lamentation of rhythm

live

:

alive

:

liven :

enliven

:

love(unsequenced)ly

personal note the data exerts in/on(to)
version of the apparition
whose tonal inflections
build, in the rhythm of noted biographies
memories
as in the painted stucco of an isolated home’s

wary existence,

escaped

in the lift of rhythm

street prospect

corner evidence

hands

grown
incorporating fables as vocal
interrogation into wind of an echo’s
vertical escape…

burgeon realism

abstract engage

passersby envelope range of an angle’s soliloquy of
mouthed silences
igniting more
so to mystery than

with relevant logic in the staying at this level

ignores movement
an asking resembles
shedding
absconded although unwanted
create needed departure within
a chaos not yet fathomed beyond
the mirror’s foggy explanation

worn as when hands

Kids II, By R.F. Frankenstorm

Three Poems by Maleea Acker
THE HIGHEST FLOATING FIELDS
Slipping off ridges into delicacy and impermanence,
they have a lily pad sway. An ocean
laid out in layers, turned ice, receded—
where swallows give intelligence its curve.
Snow can’t muzzle
their tensile plain and the scythe
is summer’s river on their fluid pelt. A scree,
they flicker, they creep with the weight of a sea.
Unfurl the small basins of artless paragraph,
clear answers, forthright gaze. Here
things come to their losses
and can laugh. Pouring from mountain
without mountain’s reserve,
chestnuts anchor their edges and hooves fold them
until they unroll again at night.
If green were water
and in its pouring,
(once joy) overflowed.
STUDY IN BLURRED CONTOUR
Mute adulation
brimming in the gulley,
rising from underground streams.
It doesn’t have a far side but a constant interior.
Deer on what appear to be
the vertical fields of its ribs.
Marçal howling their call from his balcony.
Why this place, patch, mirror, other?
To be seen and not know the question.
Birches pull trick handkerchiefs from wood.
White road of snow, streams
drawing anemone, blossom and bird.
The acclamation’s heart is based
in the ridge where blur
steadies to cherry, moss and stone.
Two hundred feet or so below the red pine grove. Nowhere important.
Dark, small, clear caves of bracken, bare branch—
what to say? How do they go?

HUERTAS DE MARÇAL
Anna, the bells are sounding and the light
is light, rather than just what we see.
How can I feel at home?
They are your bells, Anna, and the cuckoo is sounding,
the mountains clear, the swallows returned. It’s so blue
I feel something inessential caving my head.
The church window liquid, the door of my house red, and those far horses
your neighbours, your sheep just back from the fields.
I see something just now that plucks me.
Ciscu’s pine sap of coal and dark smoke
like amber, like liquid that rises to the touch.
I’ve inserted the cutting, Anna,
into the wild rose’s stem. Quitaba las espinas,
tied it with sisal, spooned the dark wax. The sky is too large
for this, what, this wing? A matchstick swallow
lights itself. The sun gone. Josep leaves, Ciscu will leave.
I am falling into your valleys, Anna.
Tan earth pelts the slate cliffs of Burg. Something’s
trying to take off but can’t endure the weight.
Wild cherry knotted into quince, the cutting
now higher than its stock.
He’s smiling at me. We could
remake the world like this, these tiny insertions
of green, in wind, Goliara, record player bird,
playing, blackbird, playing, your bells,
Anna, their throats like flames.

Sycamore Square Crop, Tony Kemplen

Five Poems by Rafi Aaron

The Keepers of the Fire
They coaxed the flame out of wood chips and bark, or caressed the dark face of ash turning it red with
anger.
At the seasonal celebrations they were the first to arrive, decorating the fire pits, removing the shame from
the felled trees.
They strung the gold wheat, a sun-goddesses hair, on dark branches, and waited for the flames to
pluck the sounds that pleased the celestial ear.
The elder with the long beard coddled the soft tips of the flame when it was born, and later he tied a green
sash on its velvet waist and now he merely whistles and those yellow legs leap in the fire.
We never questioned what they sprinkled on the scorched earth or why they flayed the names of our
friends. We knew the calamity of a fire that refuses to burn, the light smoke that kisses the wind with
its death song.

Sometimes
Sometimes the body of fog that rises over the
ponds is not a body, but two arms with hooks for hands. And sometimes it is the calm of the ocean
pondering a wave. And sometimes you stare and
you stare as the lion’s claw migrates into a goat’s
tail or the beak of the eagle finally captures a
strand of deserted sky.
Sometimes it deceives us playing the drowned man sinking into all the treasures of turquoise to
suddenly surface with a fistful of laughter.
And sometimes I watch it drift away returning
home like the unwed maiden, lifting her white
gown to a whiter thigh, as she crosses the meadow leaving her lover.
Sometimes it is the green banished from the
rainbow, bending over to soothe the anger of the darkest blue. The elders say it’s the palace guards running
in their red vests and tarnished shields
with no emblem, except the word “Survive”
(written by a calligrapher whose hand was broken).

And sometimes the fog is the sound only the lilacs know as they bend on their stems bracing for each
terrifying note.
Sometimes it’s the sharpened word a loved one has spoken, piercing you, over and over again and
sometimes it is the long procession of the night marching over its mountain path carrying the
weakest of the grey and the carcass of a black elk high on its shoulders.
(stanza break)
Sometimes it is the forest in spring and then the
winter plains and a young fawn unaware of the
hunter, her bow and arrow, and then it is the tiny
hole in the heart, your heart and mine, and the
angels’ lullaby as we fall head first and are
suspended above our thoughts in a shroud of mist
over these ponds.
Beyond the Borders of all I Know
Tonight the round shoulders of loneliness press hard on the plough and the earth doesn’t give way.
How I envy the mist climbing at will among these mountains, kissing the rock face, rising to some heavenly
place.
And tonight whoever paints the sky is tired. All I see in the darkness is a string of silk, tarnished feathers and
the sharp green piercing the moon.
In the morning light less will be clear. The falconer’s glove forever hidden will attract the same wave back
to the shore.
And now to open the gate at the bottom of the pond and swim to where water cherries blossom, the thin
lava breathing in golden fish, wandering beyond the borders of all that I know.
I swallow the night air and remember the trip to some forgotten place begins by cupping the smallest of
memories in your hands, and releasing it, as you look away.
And then something so simple as the silver edge of a falling leaf reminds me it is no more than one pebble
that seals us in the cave of our own sorrow.

In the Dream the Village Recedes
In the dream the village recedes to a white glow, the sun is trying to speak through a shadow. The pump
handle by the well is motionless. A lone rooster stands in the dusty street waiting for the wind to wake his
feathers. And that is how everything is here: waiting for a signal, a secret that is not yet a sound, growing
through the high pitched voice of puberty that breaks with the creaking of a hinge, as an unseen hand opens
the door that leads to the steps of a terrace, a stucco wall where your life is a mural partially painted. And
where am I in all this? Standing in line behind the sun, my eyes half closed, my measured breathing,
frightened that any movement may be the muffled sound of my own voice.

The Naming of the Well
Who names the well? Anyone who has carried thirst.
The summer well, that speaks to you in violet and apricot, and the staggering well that falls on its knees
before you, breathless with its agony.
The emancipated well shouting “freedom” into the wind and whirling sand, and then closing its mouth,
forever.
The star-coloured well that sent you dreaming when your tongue lashed its cool waters. And the strangled
well, filled with white venom.
The relentless well pursuing you through deserts, villainous swamps and the long border of your day.
The flamboyant well, with its cape of painful colours, reminding you of stretched limbs and burned skin.
And the prophetic well that tells you what you already know; “tribes and herds will die from this water.”
The scar-faced well with her magnificent, impish eyes, that you now call naked blue.
The cursed well and the one that curses, the flying well that soars above you, its feathers softening the sun.
Well with the silk lips of the wind and the long black strands, that bored itself into your heart spring and
filled with red waters.
(stanza break)
The makeshift well that is a meeting place and a stone mouth.
The royal well, the fountain of forever within you.
All wells are childish playing with your image of taste and tongue, monastic, and overwhelmed, thinking of
those outstretched hands.

The infant well that cannot speak the name of mother water. And the old well recounting how its streams
were once sweet and now spittle between missing teeth.
The pious well prostrate before you praying for rain. And the salacious well that invites you in while the
others are out in the fields.
The right sided well and the left, tossing something down your throat, a twig, a granule of sand, or a
misused word. And the middle well no one drank from, (or should I say trusted.)
The coy well, some water some of the time.
The outcast well no one has seen for years.
And the ancient well, where one navigates the rope the way you would a great mystery.
In the underbrush and the bramble, a petal of a flower, lifeless, and sleeping, in the taste of late night
visitors that somehow banished your thirst. You see this and ask, “How many days walk, how many sunsets
will come and go before the naming of the well?” And there is no answer, only a breeze that bruises your
lips.

John Lebrun

John LeBrun

Arabica Remixed –
Exotic Lounge Music

by Singer Marcome

http://bit.ly/WvuZUR

Wine:
 Sorry, nothing expensive or pretentious this round.
Both a good value and rich in flavour, try Batasiolo Langhe
Nebbiolo, medium dry, and expect to pay no more than $18. 00 Can.

Music:


1960, Concerto No. 2 (Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Erich Leinsdorf; Sviatoslav Richter) [33
rpm], [Mono], United States, Vinyl LP, Red Seal, LM-2466

 Harry Chapin, Living Room Suite, 1978
6E-142, Elektra/Asylum Records
 Al Stewart, Time Passages, 1978, Arista Records
 Band: Chicken in a Bathtub Eating a Sandwich,
You Don’t Know Where Larry Goes, 2012,
Fowlpox Music, AA31, MP3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7GBOsy07Fw
 Fields and Fences
by Bill Walker & Erdem Helvacioglu
http://www.cdbaby.com
Books:
 Three Men in a Boat (To Say Nothing of the Dog) by
Jerome K. Jerome. ISBN: 0-7653-4161-1
 How to Build an Android: The True Story of Philip K. Dick's Robotic Resurrection
By David F. Dufty. ISBN: 978-0805095517

Apps:
 Write: Tablet Tablet Notepad/ Journal
How can you write a chapbook or novel on your phone
or other Android handheld without it? FREE.
 Kingsoft Office for Android (http://www.kingsoftstore.com)
Edit documents on your pad or phone.

 Make a phone video of your poetry recital and send it to us!
http://bit.ly/R5IhBh
 Radio Swiss Classic. Commercial free classical music radio
for your android phone. http://bit.ly/W5sQMm

Bent Instruments:


Vox Insecta by Reed Ghazala: http://www.anti-theory.com/suewheatie/

Star, Chris Butcher

SECRET FILES
Dear Colgate Toothpaste Representative:
I love your Dora the Explorer Mild Bubble Fruit
toothpaste.
It tastes great! I use it as a replacement
program for my lunch.
Just a couple of issues: Of late, I have
experienced acid reflux
and have passed out twice over the last week,
this after eating
two of the tubes of toothpaste I purchased in
September in the first
week. I tend to buy them in bulk in the
expectation that my store might cease to carry
this particular type. Also, I am running out of
living space.
the boxes I purchase (ten per month) are the
same bulk ones that the
stores get before they place them on the
shelves. I now have enough so
that my living room, bathroom and spare bedroom are almost completely full,
excluding the pathway I made through and over them. I was wondering if you
could somehow condense the volume and keep the same amount somehow.
This would be greatly appreciated over the long term. I have enclosed the
batch number for the specific ones that seemed to make me pass out
and that gave me acid reflux.
Sincerely,
Bill Gless
Your #1 Fan!

Dear Mr. Gless:
Thank you for telling us about your experience with Colgate Kids Toothpaste.
We would like to talk with you directly about this.
Please call our toll-free number, 1-800-468-6502, Monday through Friday from
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Eastern time. You will need to give our representative
the reference number at the bottom of this e-mail. It also would be helpful
for you to have the product container with you when you call.
If you prefer that we call you, just send us your phone number and tell us
what time of day is the best time to reach you.
We look forward to speaking with you.

Angela Hub, LPN
Senior Consumer Affairs Representative
Consumer Affairs

Mons Vesuvius, Everett Dexter

Six Poems by Jason Holt
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John Lebrun

Richard’s Songs
Sy Roth

He sings full-throated falsetto phrases that vibrate the sofa,
homage to The Drifters, the boardwalk, and foot-long hot dogs.
He imagines her hair indelicately snapping at his face.
Her siren’s arms ensnaring him in an ephemeral embrace.
His voice shifts to Pachelbel
to drown out the kettle-drum outrage of her voice,
a harridan’s whip chirruping at him from across the room.
Brown Sugar wafts in dreamily on a sirocco of warmed air,
a soothing balm that he whistles through satyr’s lips.
Bellicose Johnny Comes Marching In
plunks down beside him on the couch.
Bayonet affixed,
she announces her rebel victory.
And he sings no more
ensconced in labyrinthine darkness.
The songs become sour reminders.

Contributors
Tony Kemplen has worked with a range of processes and scales, from gallery sized installations to small printed ephemera. Since
his first gallery show, at the Mappin in Sheffield in 1994 he has embraced media ranging from bronze to CD-ROM, via print,
sound and video. http://www.flickr.com/photos/tony_kemplen/
Kim Golumba: After obtaining her bachelor of applied arts degree, and receiving a teaching certification in Seoul, South Korea,
Golumba was City Art Co-ordinator at the Women’s Welfare Centre in Seoul. Subsequently she opened, and for nine years
managed her own art school where she taught students from elementary to adults. In 1997 she arrived in Canada. She has
exhibited at the Jo-Beale Gallery in Peggy’s Cove and at the Edge mere Gallery, Wolfville as well as in China and Korea.
Currently she maintains a studio gallery at her home in Halifax, Nova Scotia. http://www.golumba.com
Jason Constantine Ford is from Perth in Australia. He works as an employee at a book shop. He has over fifteen years of
experience in studying various styles of poetry. The major influences on his style of poetry are William Blake, Gerard Manley
Hopkins and John Ashbery. In his early years, he developed a strong attachment to Blake. His email address is
JasonConstantineFord@gmail.com and his phone numbers are as follows: mobile is 0432 968 670 and home number is (08) 9318
1148. His mailing address is 48/193 Hay St East Perth, 6004 Western Australia, Australia.
Reed Ghazala: an American author, photographer, composer, musician and experimental instrument builder, is recognized as
the "father of circuit bending," having discovered the technique in 1966, pioneered it, named it, and taught it ever since. He has
built experimental instruments for many prominent musicians and media companies including Tom Waits, Peter Gabriel, King
Crimson, The Rolling Stones, and MTV, among others. Ghazala's work has been covered globally in the press and can be found
being taught world-wide. He explains his Landfall series here: "Instant print" materials such as Polaroid's SX-70 film use a process
known as "dye migration" since the photographic dyes "migrate" upwards through the chemical layers within the film to finally be seen on the
surface. The images here are taken from Reed's "Landfall" series of more than 200 such works. These were created in the early 1980's with the
now-extinct SX-70 (and Kodak variant) instant print formulas of the day. Reed's original Landfall process never involved a camera or lens system
of any type: no images were projected. Rather, the film was manipulated in the dark with the fingers and specially-designed tools while being
exposed to flashes of colored light. http://www.anti-theory.com His book: http://amzn.to/akmX0q Music:
http://www.last.fm/music/Qubais+Reed+Ghazala
Angela Carlsen was born and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia. She studied at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, graduating
with a Bachelor of Fine Arts, majoring in photography. Angela is the recipient of a Creation Grant (2007) and Presentation Grant
(2009) from the Department of Tourism, Culture and Heritage Nova Scotia.
In 2010 she was invited to Vancouver to participate in the Olympic Cultural Olympaid exhibition, Endlessly Traversed
Landscapes, which featured her work on both a billboard and bus shelter.
Angela currently resides in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and is represented by Argyle Fine Art. http://thebartervan.blogspot.ca/
Bernard Rose is a location photographer based in the north west of England with clients throughout the UK.
http://www.bernardrosephotography.co.uk
images@bernardrosephotography.co.uk
Online Portfolio: http://www.bernardrosephotography.co.uk
Clinton Van Inman was born in Walton-on-Thames, England and graduated from San Diego State University in 1977 with a
degree in philosophy. (Don’t laugh, so did TS Eliot) Currently, Van Inman still works as a high school teacher in Tampa. He is
one of the last Beat poets. Recent publications include the Tower Journal, Essence, The Warwick, Journal of Victorian Poetry,
Yes Poetry, Poetry, Out of Four, and Black Cat Poetry.
Mashell Chapeyama lives in Zimbabwe. He has been writing poetry for about 20 years now. He has three poetry publications, all
published in Zimbabwe. Mashell attained a Masters of Science in Human resources Management from Atlantic International
University. He did a poetry writing course with the Writers’ Bureau (United Kingdom). Then he later did a comprehensive
writers’ course with the same institution. One of his courses was with Fomo Arts promotion (Zimbabwe). Mashell spends most
of his free time involved in poetry, either reading or writing.

Everett Dexter studied watercolour painting in preschool and hasn’t looked back since. Of recent date, Dexter had had solo
exhibits both at the Subzero Gallery and Frigidaire Gallery.
Richard Lydekker (25 July 1849–16 April 1915) was an English naturalist, geologist and writer of numerous books on natural
history. His output has naturally slowed down a bit, but we appreciated his work as it stands.
Adam Kiger is the founder of Spartan Yard, a full-cycle web services company. He has over 350 poems available for reading here:
http://www.facebook.com/akpoetry
http://www.adamkiger.com/allpoems.aspx
Lorien Green is a Geek Mom: she’s got two young kids and her geek credentials include meeting her husband through Magic: the
Gathering and her love of “geekumentaries” like “King of Kong.” https://twitter.com/LorienGreen
Darren Roth is contributing to these pages for the first time.
Two times nominated for Best of the Net, Neil Ellman lives and writes in New Jersey. Hundreds of his poems, many of which
are ekphrastic and based on works of modern and contemporary art, appear in print and online journals, as well as in nine
chapbooks, throughout the world.
Chris Butcher is an Irish-English-Canadian-American writer and poet of questionable talent and character. His work has been
described as "scatterbrained" in some circles, and "fantastical" in certain squares. Having reached an age when most people
decide to grow up and get a "real" job, he refuses to do either and/or neither. His work has been published by The International
Library of Poetry and has received many positive reviews on various bathroom walls. Born and raised in the United States, he
now resides in Canada where he maintains his innocence and his poetry site at www.poison-ideas.com.
Benjamin Welles (ben.jamin.welles@gmail.com; benjamin-welles.tumblr.com) is a poet from Big Sur, California. He has been
published in Cause & Effect and The Gut and has work forthcoming in Eskimo Pie.
John Lebrun is a photographer working out of Halifax, Nova Scotia. A lifelong love as well as a vocation, photography
has enabled Mr. Lebrun to provide highly- detailed photographs of his home area. He advises: “My photos are on my Facebook
page, so you will have to ‘friend’ me to have a look. I sell prints from 5x7's up to 20x30's. My email
is northridgeseries@eastlink.ca.”

Rafi Aaron has just completed a new collection of poetry entitled, In the Days of the Cotton Wind and the Sparrow. His previous
book, Surviving the Censor—The Unspoken Words of Osip Mandelstam (Seraphim Editions, 2006) won the Jewish Book Award for
poetry in 2007 and was on A.F. Moritz’s reading list for the course Canadian Writers at the University of Toronto. Rafi’s book of
poetry, A Seed in the Pocket of their Blood, was acquired by Syracuse University Press in 2000. He has received grants and
scholarships from the Ontario Arts Council, the Canada Council for the Arts, the Banff Centre for the Arts (Leighton Studios),
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, and was a visiting writer at the Artist House in Israel. This year his
poem, “They Escaped in the Night”, was a finalist for the Montreal International Poetry Prize. Rafi has read his poetry at such
venues as the University of St. Petersburg, Russia, where he delivered the Alexander Mackenzie Memorial Lecture; the Canadian
Consulate in New York City; and the Jewish National Museum in Washington D.C. A documentary on Rafi’s poetic works
entitled The Sound Traveller, produced by Endless Films, has aired on Bravo TV and Book Television.
Jason Holt was born in 1971 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Relics for an Open Vault [2005] is his fourth book of poetry. His other works
include two novels and Blindsight and the Nature of Consciousness, which was shortlisted for the 2005 Canadian Philosophical
Association Book Prize. He is also the author of Longstem Poems (2009) published by H & H Ionic.
Maleea Acker is the author of The Reflecting Pool, with Pedlar Press (poetry), and Gardens Aflame: Garry Oak Meadows of BC’s South
Coast, with New Star Books (non-fiction). Her second book of poetry, The Almond in the Earth, will appear with Pedlar in 2013.
Her poetry and interviews have also been published in journals such as Fiddlehead, The Malahat Review, Prism
International, Descant, Event, and the anthologies Best Canadian Poetry in English, 2008 and Rocksalt. She is forthcoming in the
anthologies Planet Earth Poetry (2013) and BC Women Writers (2013). http://maleeaacker.com/
George McWhirter (born Belfast, Northern Ireland, September 26, 1939) is a Northern Irish-Canadian writer, translator,
editor, teacher and Vancouver’s first Poet Laureate.

His first book of poetry, Catalan Poems, was a joint winner of the first Commonwealth Poetry Prize with Chinua Achebe’s Beware,
Soul Brother.[4] He was made a life member of the League of Canadian Poets in 2005 and is also a member of the Writers’ Union of
Canada, PEN International, the Federation of B.C. Writers and the Literary Translators’ Association of Canada. In March 2007,
he was named Vancouver’s inaugural Poet Laureate for a two-year term. He currently writes full–time and lives in Vancouver
with his wife. They have two children.
Franky Bacon painted a series of acclaimed portraits of famed comedian Groucho Marx while both lived in Beverly Hills.
Years later, Bacon died of pneumonia while feeding a snow cone to a chicken.
Sergei “Dog Man” Brukhonenko is primarily remembered for his development of the autojektor, a primitive slow cooker for hot
dogs.
Michael Leigh keeps a great website here: http://ordeotraipse.blogspot.ca/
Sy Roth (Brookhaven Township, Long Island, New York) is a retired school administrator and has finally found the sounds of
silence and the time to think whole thoughts. This has led him to find words and the ability to shape them. He has published in
Visceral Uterus, Amulet, BlogNostics, Every Day Poets, Barefoot Review, Haggard and Halloo, Misfits Miscellany and The
Eloquent Atheist. Recently, he won a poetry contest sponsored by Newsday.
Marcomé (pronounced Mar-ko-may) is a Canadian singer songwriter. Gifted with a pure voice, she blends lyrics with a unique
wordless language that brings us in an atmospheric universe. Marcomé carefully fuses different world music influences with jazz
style and classical vocals creating a new world music genre. Marcomé produces, arranges and engineers her musical work. She
is a keyboardist, programmer and sound engineer as well as a proficient percussionist.percussionist.
R.F. Frankenstorm is a member of the IFPO and is a veteran street photographer working from Halifax,
Nova Scotia.
Felino A. Soriano has authored 56 collections of poetry, including In the parallel of pursued occurrences (Fowlpox Press,
2012), Quartet Dialogues (white sky ebooks, 2012), and Of language|s| the rain speaks (quarter after press, 2012). He publishes the
online endeavors Counterexample Poetics and Differentia Press. His work finds foundation in philosophical studies and connection to
various idioms of jazz music. He lives in California with his wife and family and is a case manager and advocate for adults with
developmental and physical disabilities. For further information, please visit www.felinoasoriano.info.
Vladimir Kush was born in Russia, in a one-story wooden house near the Moscow forest-park Sokolniki.
At the age of seven Vladimir began to attend art school until late evening where he became acquainted with the works of great
artists of the Renaissance, famous Impressionists, and Modern Artists.
Vladimir entered the Moscow Higher Art and Craft School at age 17, but a year later he was conscripted. After six months of
military training the unit commander thought it more appropriate to employ him exclusively for peaceful purposes, namely,
painting propagandistic posters.
After military service and graduating the Institute of Fine Arts, Vladimir painted portraits on Arbat Street to support his family
during the hard times in Russia.
In the year 1987, Vladimir began to take part in exhibitions organized by the Union of Artists. At a show in Coburg, Germany in
1990, nearly all his displayed paintings sold and after closing the exhibition, he flew to Los Angeles where 20 of his works were
exhibited and began his “American Odyssey.”
In Los Angeles, Kush worked in a small, rented home garage, but was unable to find a place to display his paintings. He earned
money by drawing portraits on the Santa Monica pier and eventually was able to purchase a ticket to his “Promised Land,”
Hawaii.

In 1993, a dealer from France noticed the originality of Kush’s work and organized an exhibition in Hong Kong. Success
surpassed all expectations. In 1995, a new exhibition in Hong Kong at the Mandarin Fine Art Gallery brought more success. In
1997 he had a new start in the USA exhibiting in the galleries in Lahaina, Hawaii and in Seattle. In 2001 Kush opened his first
gallery, Kush Fine Art in Lahaina, Hawaii. He now has 4 gallery locations in the USA with future plans to open more galleries
around the world. http://vladimirkush.com/
Dirk-Jan Visser: “I am a news and documentary photographer based in The Netherlands, focusing on social, economic and
political issues around the world.” http://dirkjanvisser.com
Dawnell Harrison has published poems in Clark Street Review, Endicott Review, Home Planet News, Iconoclast, Midwest
Poetry Review, Nerve Cowboy, The New Laurel Review, Pegasus, and Poesia. She is a graduate of the University of
Washington. She was born in Ephrata, Washington, and lives in Idaho.

Michael Leigh
and the A.1.WastePaper Co. Ltd.
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http://ordeotraipse.blogspot.ca/
Comments on the above image:
“No date on this cassette from Snowwhite Jung but imagine it was late 80' s
sometime when she went to Mexico to stay with Dave Zack. Banter between
Zack and Snowwhite. Tape is typical of Zack' s ramblings and guitar
plucking. I have tapes of ramblings and cello scrapings which are similar.
The audio quality hasn' t improved over the years so sorry for your ears.
Keep that sturdy sack handy!
Zack was one of the first mail artists I contacted when I joined the
network in 1980. He was very prolific with his letters which were also long
and rambling and sometimes took up several sides of A4 and included photo
copies of letters to other people on his network and spidery pen and ink
drawings. The tapes arrived at intervals and always on very cheap
cassettes like the one depicted. Sonni indeed!”

Landfall 03, Reed Ghazala

Lydekker, Richard. 1879. The Royal Natural History. Volume 6. Frederick Warne and Co.

The Coconut Concept, from my book,
Circuit-Bending, Designing Your Own
Alien Instruments, Chapter 1, Bending the
Headspace of Electronic Design

The Coconut Concept
At first, this free-for-all we’re having with circuitry might seem out of place. Fact is, earthlings
musicalize things. A coconut washed up on the shore could be struck like the wood block of a
percussion set. It could become the shell of a drum, the vessel of a flute, or the resonator of a
fiddle. Idiophone, membranophone, aerophone, or chordophone, the simple coconut can be
modified to fit all the major instrument groups of the orchestra. Add steel
strings and magnetic
pickup to the coconut fiddle and you’ve got the electronic group covered, too (Gibson guitars,
give me a call).
Second-hand shops, where I find most of the circuits I bend, are like high-tide lines on a
beach. They’re high-tide lines for a different ocean—the ocean of western civilization. Instead
of coconuts we find here everything else cast overboard by our throw-away society. Circuitbending
sees its circuits as the island native saw the coconut. In fact, in a very real sense, these
things are the coconuts of our island. Adapt the coconut, adapt the circuit (see Figure 1-1).

http://bit.ly/PtWAOg

"Gaze up at the stars knowing that I see the same sky and wish
the same sweet dreams." – Elizabeth Barret Browning

Your Notes:

Further Notes:

